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Plymouth is best known as the Pilgrim landing place, but history did not stop when the dishes were cleared
away from the first Thanksgiving. A prosperous fishing village before the War of 1812, Plymouth developed
mills and factories to line its modest brooks during the Industrial Revolution, and elegant dwellings were
built to replace humble Colonial homes. Steamboats and the railway brought waves of immigrants and
summer visitors, transforming the small Yankee village into a bustling town. Later, the mills closed, tourist
traffic replaced the clatter of machinery, and massive housing developments transformed the town as the
kaleidoscope of history turned yet again. Plymouth's intriguing past is not altogether lost. In Plymouth, the
reader will find the elm-shaded streets, mill villages, modest shops, and rustic pond-side cottages that
generations of residents and visitors have loved. The reader will see vanished landmarks, such as the
Samoset House and the Mayflower Inn, the Cornish and Burton schools, and the Leyden Street Casino. From
the world's largest rope manufactory (Plymouth Cordage) to Uncle George's famous woolly horse, from
Water Street's ancient wharves and chandleries to the storm of 1898, and from Pres. Warren G. Harding's
tercentenary visit to Richard Nixon's welcome of the Mayflower II in 1957, the best of the town's visual
history is gathered in Plymouth.
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From reader reviews:

Jon McKibben:

Within other case, little persons like to read book Plymouth. You can choose the best book if you appreciate
reading a book. As long as we know about how is important any book Plymouth. You can add understanding
and of course you can around the world by way of a book. Absolutely right, mainly because from book you
can know everything! From your country right up until foreign or abroad you will end up known. About
simple factor until wonderful thing you may know that. In this era, we could open a book as well as
searching by internet system. It is called e-book. You may use it when you feel weary to go to the library.
Let's learn.

Elias Rosser:

Nowadays reading books be a little more than want or need but also become a life style. This reading
addiction give you lot of advantages. The advantages you got of course the knowledge even the information
inside the book in which improve your knowledge and information. The details you get based on what kind
of publication you read, if you want drive more knowledge just go with education books but if you want
experience happy read one having theme for entertaining for example comic or novel. The Plymouth is kind
of guide which is giving the reader unforeseen experience.

Luther Roberts:

This Plymouth are reliable for you who want to become a successful person, why. The reason of this
Plymouth can be one of several great books you must have is giving you more than just simple reading
through food but feed you with information that probably will shock your before knowledge. This book is
usually handy, you can bring it almost everywhere and whenever your conditions in the e-book and printed
people. Beside that this Plymouth giving you an enormous of experience such as rich vocabulary, giving you
test of critical thinking that we realize it useful in your day exercise. So , let's have it and luxuriate in
reading.

Jeffrey Evans:

The publication untitled Plymouth is the publication that recommended to you you just read. You can see the
quality of the reserve content that will be shown to a person. The language that publisher use to explained
their ideas are easily to understand. The writer was did a lot of analysis when write the book, hence the
information that they share to your account is absolutely accurate. You also will get the e-book of Plymouth
from the publisher to make you a lot more enjoy free time.
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